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the full title of the movie is x-men: apocalypse which is released in the year 2016. this movie
contains the two audio which are hindi and english and also you will be able to see the subtitle in

english which can improve your word-catching capacity. the quality of this movie is 480p & 720p &
1080p and the size will be around 435mb & 1.4gb & 2.9gb. if you want to know about the format

then please see while downloading it can be mkv or mp4. x-men apocalypse hindi dubbed 480p 720p
mp4 download with english subtitles and english srt file. x-men apocalypse is a 2016 american

superhero film based on the x-men characters that appear in marvel comics. the film is directed by
bryan singer, and written by simon kinberg, and is the sequel to x-men: days of future past. the film

stars james mcavoy, michael fassbender, jennifer lawrence, jessica chastain, nicholas hoult, rose
byrne, tye sheridan, olivia munn, fan bingbing, kodi smit-mcphee, sophie turner, evan peters, evan
peters, alexandra shipp, lana condor, and ben hardy. the film is produced by lauren shuler donner,
christopher mcquarrie, and kinberg, with a cast that includes mcavoy as professor x, fassbender as

magneto, lawrence as mystique, chastain as angel, hoult as beast, chassagne stromberg as
juggernaut, and t.j. miller as deadpool, with newcomers munn and peters as storm and quicksilver,

respectively. the film is scheduled to be released in the united states on may 27, 2016, by 20th
century fox, and is the first film in the x-men franchise to be distributed by 20th century fox. the film
is set in the continuity of the original x-men trilogy of the 2000s, and is intended to be the conclusion
to the trilogy, as well as the start of a new trilogy, in which a new cast of mutants is introduced. the

film is set in the marvel cinematic universe (mcu), which is a collection of american and international
superhero films that are produced by marvel studios and distributed by walt disney studios motion

pictures. 5ec8ef588b
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